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were abolished by the constitution and so had to struggle along
against factious opposition and dangerous conspiracy. The wild-
ness that seemed to be raging in Munich had, as it was bound
to have, its effect on the other side; both in Thuringia and Saxony
all the Left parties began to close their ranks, a warning sign of
a possible future development. In the Rhineland itself, cowed
under the Allied occupation, legal and illegal, there were soon
visible ominous signs of defeatism. The separation of "Rhineland
republics" under French protection was indeed frustrated by the
utter despicability of the tools selected by the French authorities
—a very nasty page of French policy—and by the sturdy resis-
tance of a patriotic population. But what in the long run was more
dangerous was the spread of despair among the responsible leaders
in the Rhineland and their toying with a solution of the crisis
on the Rhine by a temporary separation of the Rhineland from
the Reich. The men who toyed with it were neither hirelings
nor extremists, but sober patriotic Germans some of whom were
to play conspicuous parts in subsequent history.
To the political confusion was added economic chaos. Earlier
cabinets had already at the behest of big business trifled with
inflation to the ruin of thousands of the middle class. It was the
easiest way out of the impasse caused by the havoc which the
occupation and the passive resistance combined to play with both
industry and the national finances. The government's one remedy
for everything was to issue more and yet more notes—it was said
bitterly that in the spring of 1923 the only overtime worked in
Germany was in the government printing shops—and the value
of the mark to sterling soon could only be expressed in "astro-
nomical figures" beyond the comprehension of anyone but an
addict of the higher mathematics. A united nation with sound
finances and capable of profitable production might just have
carried passive resistance through. For a disunited bankrupt
nation it was impossible. The aid given by the mother country
was not inconsiderable, but the Ruhr had really to hold out by
its own unaided strength of endurance. The rank and file of the
population did hold out—the workers, the shopkeepers, the
parsons, the old age pensioners; the heart of big business failed

